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the wave summary shmoop - the wave is set at gordon high school over a period of nine days but this isn t your average
high school drama story but this isn t your average high school drama story day 1 ben ross shows his students a
documentary on the holocaust, the wave summary gradesaver - the wave summary at her house several staff members of
the newspaper put together a special issue of the grapevine it includes a report on the student who was beaten and editorial
critical of the wave when laurie shows the editorial to amy before it is published amy is furious at her, the wave summary
enotes com - synopsis todd strasser s the wave is a novelization of a teleplay by johnny dawkins based on a short story by
ron jones the book recounts a true incident that took place in a california high school in 1969 the central character a history
teacher with the fictionalized name ben ross undertakes an experimental class project in an attempt, the wave short
summary synopsis conflict - short summary synopsis amy continues to stand up for the wave accusing laurie of jealousy
as the wave gets rid of the social hierarchies from which laurie benefits the issue of the grapevine causes a sensation on
campus and members of the wave led by robert billings decide to confront laurie on her betrayal, the wave summary
supersummary - the wave summary the wave is a 1981 young adult novel by american author todd strasser first published
under the pen name morton rhue based on the teleplay for the tv movie by the same name and later adapted into novel form
it is loosely based on real events that happened at ellwood p cubberley high school in palo alto california, the wave
summary characters study com - the lesson focuses on the novel s summary and characters 9 days the wave by todd
strasser is a story about history teacher ben ross and the nine days that he changes the face of gordon high school, the
wave summary at wikisummaries free book summaries - chapter 10 principal owens and ben ross discuss the wave
principal owen does not want the movement to go too far while ben ross tries to defend it the principal reminds ben ross that
the experiment is dealing with young impressionable kids and should not be done to the extreme, the wave by todd
strasser read free online anyreads net - the wave by todd strasser chapter 1 laurie saunders sat in the publications office
at gordon high school chewing on the end of a bic pen she was a pretty girl with short light brown hair and an almost
perpetual smile that only disappeared when she was upset or chewing on bic pens lately she d been chewing on a lot of
pens
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